
Chapter 18 Minutes from the October “2022” Meeting 
 
The October meeting was called to order by President Thaddeus Pinkoski at 7:30 PM in the 
conference room at the Waukesha FBO. 
 
 Announcements: Meetings for November, January, February and March will also be 
held at this location. The evening program will be a report by Fred Keip on his Ultra-Pup 
project. Guests were asked to introduce themselves and 1 person did so.  
 
 Building Reports: Thaddeus Pinkoski reports that he is getting his shop se up to resume 
work on his plans built Bearhawk 4B. Mike Corso reports on the flaps and ailerons for his plans 
built Whitman W-10.  One flap had to be remade after he discovered it was warped. He also has 
the spar skins bent and formed. John Nate reports progress on his Defiant. The foam cores for the 
left wing have been bonded together. The angles have been cut. all cores have been cut as well as 
the channel. He is now ready to start the shear web. He's hopeful to have the spars completed by 
the end of the year. Dan Butler reports that he has completed the empennage and tail for his RV-
10.He is now working on the wings and fuselage. Mark Matelski reports tha he is working on the 
lower wing for his Hatz Classic. The ribs have been installed on the spars. You can follow his 
progress on the EAA builder log website. Dave Karlson reports that he is restarting work on his 
Acro Sport II. Glenn Botsford reported that he has a set of plans for a Hatz Bantam, free for 
whoever wants them. Tim Meyer reported that he knows of a person selling a partial completed 
Sonex.  
 

Flying Reports: Devin Albrecht reported on flying to Andover, NJ and a 5K fly-in in 
Kentucky. He did training in formation flying which started out with a 4 ship formation and 
advanced up to a 20 ship formation. He has now received his waiver card for formation flying. 
Tim Meyer reports on flying to Burlington and also flying 3 different planes in one day. He also 
did 5 flights for CAP cadets. Dean Forrest reports flying his Mooney to Superior and visiting the 
Richard Bong Museum. Also flew to Iowa and flew several kids at the Young Eagle event held 
at Waukesha airport. Mike Corso reported flying to Madeleine Island for Apple festival. Fred 
Keip reported that he has a framed poster from AirVenture 1997. It's autographed by Burt Rutan.  
 
 Young Eagles: Cindy Robinson reported that the event held at Waukesha was very 
successful. At least 93 kids were given rides. There are no future events scheduled at this time.  
 
 Ray Aviation Scholarship: Our candidate, AJ Rice is studying for his upcoming FAA 
knowledge exam. He hopes to take the test in the next few weeks. 
 
Treasurers report was approved a published. The minutes from the previous meeting were 
approved as published. A clip board was passed for members to indicate what they are building 
or have built. Break was taken and then followed by Fred Keip's build report on his Ultra-Pup.  
He also showed a video of the first flight taken in this plane. Flight lasted about 15 minutes and 
was taken on 10-20-22  
 
Meeting was adjourned at 9:20pm. 
Respectfully submitted,  
Jim Hatzenbeller (Secretary) 
 


